S.SEIFULLIN KAZAKH AGRO TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY’S SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES

HUMANITY DEPARTMENT

The faculty was founded in 1990.
Researches direction :
- research of the theoretical and methodical bases of professional
language training;
- definition of the modern sociopolitical, economic development role
in perfection of the human capital and its historical and philosophical
analysis;
- research and development of theoretical and methodological bases
of formation of higher education development.
With the view of the results according to the directions
achievement the teachers of the department carry out the following
work:
participate and approve scientifically – research work in various
international, republican, interuniversity and university scientifically
and practical conferences and publications in various periodicals;
- participate in scientific financed and initiative competitions;
-organize and hold scientifically and methodical seminars, “round
tables “, conferences on various pressing questions.
Scientific potential: 4 doctors of sciences, 22 candidates of sciences
and 17 masters.
For 2009-2012 have been carried out the researches on:
- tendencies of globalization: national and state identity of
Kazakhstan;
- world outlook and conceptually-methodological bases of formation
of national idea of Kazakhstan ;
- definition of the basic problems of tolerance of ethnically nonuniform Kazakhstan society;
- disclosing of the features of middle class formation in the modern
Kazakhstan society;
- definition of the subjective factors of formation of the middle class
in Kazakhstan.
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As the result of the hold researches 2 scientific brochures are
published: “Development of offers on formation of the modern
Kazakhstan society” and “Disclosing of sources and motive forces
of changes in social structure of the modern Kazakhstan society “.
Researches are carried out on:
- innovative approaches in modernization of system of agrarian
education for the forced development of agriculture RK;
- culturological - linguistics problems in pragmatically aspect;
- Қазақстан мемлекеттілігінің қалыптасуы мен дамуындағы ҚР
Тұңғыш Президентінің рөлі;
- терминологияның әдістемелік және теориялық негізі;
- technique of teaching of foreign languages in non - linguistics
higher school;
- Жаһандану кезеңіндегі Қазақстан жастарына рухани
адамгершілік тәрбие беру мәселелері.
Also together with the Belarus scientists 2 projects are
realized: “Personnel maintenance of agriculture in the conditions
of economic integration of the Republic of Kazakhstan and
Byelorussia and internationalization of the vocational training
systems (BSU)” and “the Comparative analysis of the educational
technologies applied at S.Seifullin Kazakh agro technical
university and the Belarus agrarian-technical university with the
view of perfection and integration of agrarian education of
Kazakhstan and Belarus”.
Partners: Belarus State University, Belarus agro technical
university.
On the basis of the Humanitarian department in 2012 “ The
Research center of humanitarian researches and educational
technologies” was created .

